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Lakehead University  
POLI 4150 FA– Freedom and the Law 

2:30–5:30 – Thursdays – AT2006 
 
 

Instructor:    Mr. Adam Schenk    JD, HBA     
   External Adjunct Professor, Department of Political Science 

Email:      awschenk@lakeheadu.ca 
 
 

I’m happy to meet with you to discuss the course at any mutually agreeable time to discuss the course 
throughout the semester. Please email me to arrange an appointment time. 

 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 

Law plays a unique role in that it must simultaneously safeguard individual autonomy and personal 
choices, while at the same time providing necessary restrictions on individual actions that may be 
detrimental to other people or society in general. Personal liberties are often discussed in the context of 
constitutional law, particularly in the important role played by the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms, but Canadian law also contains a vast body of principles governing the interactions between 
individuals, principles that curtail our ability to do whatever we may want to do in whatever manner we 
may wish to do it. This course will explore the relationship between the law and personal freedoms and 
choices, with a particular emphasis on this relationship in unique, non-constitutional legal contexts. 
 
 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND POLICIES 
 
 

Grading 
 

- Participation:  20% 
- Facilitation 1:  10% 
- Paper Overview: 10% 
- Facilitation 2:  20% 
- Final Paper:  40% 
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Required Readings 
 
There is no textbook for this course as required readings are edited versions of Canadian legal decisions 
that are available in the ‘Content’ section of our course D2L website (our “course site”). You should have 
a copy of the assigned reading for each class readily available (either digital or hard copy is fine). 
 
 
Participation 
 
This is a seminar course, not a lecture-based course. In seminar courses a majority of class time is 
devoted to discussing the assigned readings, with students doing the vast majority of the talking. 
Students are expected to fully participate in this discussion, driving it forward by thoughtfully engaging 
the readings and one another. The discussion should involve a respectful exchange of ideas that includes 
a willingness to entertain, and an attempt to understand, points of views with which we may disagree. 
During discussion, students should engage one another in a respectful way, listening to one another 
charitably, and making room for diverse points of view. Our goal should neither be to produce (nor 
enforce) unanimous opinion, nor to engage in empty debate. Rather our aim should be to pursue the 
truth together. 
 
Students are expected to abide by the following requirements: 
 

1. Read assigned material carefully; 
2. Be prepared to discuss the readings; 
3. Bring the readings to class; 
4. Actively and thoughtfully engage in class discussion; and 
5. Avoid excessive absences, tardies and private conversations during class. 

 
The entirety of the above will be considered in assessing participation grades. Participation grades are 
not free marks for simply attending class. Both the quality and the quantity of your contributions to class 
discussion will be taken into consideration in determining your participation grade. 
 
 
Guidelines for Submissions of All Written Assignments 
 
All assignments are to be submitted to me via email (awschenk@lakeheadu.ca, not through our course 
site). All assignments must be in PDF form; submitting your paper in PDF form ensures that I see your 
paper exactly as you’ve submitted it, whereas assignments submitted as a Word document may have 
inadvertent formatting issues if you’ve written them in an older version of Word and I open it in a newer 
version. Submitting in a format other than PDF attracts an automatic 10% deduction on your 
assignment. 
 
In regards to late submissions, unless you experience a sudden medical or personal emergency that 
prevents you from submitting an assignment or you have been explicitly given a prior extension from 
me, assignments that are submitted after the deadline receive a penalty to their grade. Assignments 
submitted within 24 hours after the deadline receive a 25% deduction; assignments submitted between 
24-48 hours after the deadline receive a 50% deduction; assignments submitted more than 48 hours 
after the deadline do not receive any marks. Avoiding these penalties is extremely simple: manage your 
time properly and don’t leave assignments until the last minute. 

mailto:awschenk@lakeheadu.ca
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This does not, however, mean that extensions are not available in appropriate circumstances. If you 
have experienced a personal or medical issue that may prevent you from submitting your assignment on 
time please do contact me as soon as possible to discuss a potential extension. It is incumbent on you to 
be as proactive as possible. Do not request extensions because you have a number of other assignments 
in other courses due around the same time or you simply haven’t given yourself enough time to 
complete the assignment; time management is your responsibility and a crucial skill to develop and 
hone as an undergraduate student. Do not request an extension because you have suffered some type 
of technological mishap; make sure you’re regularly backing up documents in multiple places in case 
something goes wrong. 
 
 
 
Facilitation 
 
Similar to other seminar courses, you will be tasked with helping facilitate two of our classes. You will be 
required to sign up for facilitation on two specific topics, one in the first half of the semester and one in 
the second half of the semester (a sign-up sheet will be provided in class). Your facilitation 
responsibilities include the following: 
 

1. Discussion Questions: The submission of 4-5 proposed discussion questions on one of the 
assigned topics for the week and an explanation accompanying each of your questions 
identifying a) why you think it is an important question in relation to the specific topic and 
readings, and b) the discussion or responses that you hope the question would stimulate. The 
questions and responses should be at least one, but no more than two, pages in length, single-
spaced, Times New Roman 12-point font. You do not need to quote any sources in your 
responses, but should write your anticipated response(s) in full sentences with proper spelling, 
grammar, and punctuation. Your questions and responses need to be submitted to me at least 
two days before your class (meaning your questions and responses should be emailed to me no 
later than 2:30 p.m. on the Tuesday before your particular class).  
 

2. Presentation: A 6-8 minute presentation on your assigned topic at the beginning of your 
respective class. Your presentation will be assessed based on the following criteria: 

 
a. Content: The goal of your presentation is to both summarize and explain the assigned 

reading for your classmates. Your presentation may also include some of your own 
personal thoughts and views on the subject matter, so long as the majority of your 
presentation is aimed at summarizing and explaining the readings. Some readings may 
require you to consult other sources in order to better understand the assigned topic 
and more effectively explain it in your presentation.  

b. Presentation Skills: A good presentation involves speaking clearly, loudly, and at a 
proper pace, making eye contact with the audience and avoiding unnecessary fidgeting. 
Your presentation should be practiced and organized so that you are comfortable 
speaking “off the cuff” without having to rely on reading large portions directly from 
your notes. The presentation time range is wide, and you are allowed to bring a silent 
timer with you to keep track of how long you have been presenting; marks will be 
deducted if your presentation is under or over the allowable time range.  
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You should be prepared to potentially answer questions related to your presentation by myself or your 
classmates following your presentation. Your responses to questions do not count towards your total 
presentation time.  
 
Once your presentation is complete, I will take on the primary facilitating role for the rest of the class, 
but if we’re struggling to get discussion going I may ask you some of the discussion questions directly to 
get our conversation moving.  
 
Your initial facilitation is worth 10% of your final grade. Your second facilitation is worth 20% of your 
final grade. This gives you an opportunity to receive feedback on your initial facilitation and make 
adjustments and improvements in your second facilitation.  
 
 
Paper and Overview 
 
Your major project for this semester is the development of an academic research paper wherein you 
discuss the relationship between freedom and the law in a particular context. You must select a focus 
legal decision to explore, around which you will build a persuasive, unique thesis statement and 
argument throughout your paper. I’m very happy to speak with you if you are concerned about whether 
your chosen case and topic are appropriate or if you wish to get approval for a unique focus for your 
paper somewhat outside the above parameters. 
 
As a part of this assignment, before writing your final paper you will have to develop and submit an 
overview of your paper.  
 
I’m very happy to speak with you as you develop your paper and am willing to provide some feedback 
on your plans for your assignment or a draft thesis statement.  
  
 

a. Expectations for the Final Paper 
 
Your final paper needs to comply with the following requirements: 
 

1. Thesis Statement: This is a formal, academic essay, which means that it must have as its 
foundation a persuasive thesis statement wherein you establish a meaningful and insightful 
position which you support throughout the body of your essay. If I have difficulty readily 
identifying your thesis statement when I read your introduction then there is a major 
problem!  

 
2. Word Count: Your final paper must be between 3300-3600 words. Words on your title page 

or in your footnotes or bibliography don’t count towards your word count. This word count 
is very wide and as a result is non-flexible; if your paper is outside the word limit expect a 
significant deduction to your grade.  

  
3. Sources: You must cite at least three legal cases (including your focus legal case but 

excluding assigned course readings) and three academic secondary sources in your paper. 
These are sources that you actually utilize in your paper, not simply sources that you’ve 
consulted and just included in your bibliography. For clarity, only the following types of 
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sources will count towards your academic secondary source total: 1) academic journal 
articles, or 2) academic books. Other types of sources, such as government-produced 
documents or reports, may be utilized where appropriate but will not count towards your 
source total. Avoid reliance on website sources (as an example, the government’s 
Charterpedia site) wherever possible 

 
4. Formatting and Citations:  While I prefer papers written in accordance with the 

Turabian/Chicago style, you may also format your paper in accordance with APA or MLA 
format. Regardless of the format you choose, you must ensure that your paper includes the 
following: 1) a formal, standalone title page, 2) footnotes as opposed to endnotes or in-text 
references, 3) a complete bibliography, and 4) Times New Roman 12-point font used 
throughout your paper. 

 
5. Deadline: Your final paper must be submitted by Monday, December 4th at 11:59 p.m. 

 
 

b. Expectations for the Overview 
 
Your overview should cover the major elements of your paper, clearly identifying what you are arguing 
and briefly showing how you will be building this argument.  
 
Your overview needs to comply with the following requirements: 
 

1. Necessary Elements: You must have the following elements in your overview: 
 

a. Title: Include a simple title for your overview, identifying your topic and also 
providing your name and student number.  

 
b. Thesis: Your overview needs to begin with your thesis statement written in full, as it 

would appear in your final paper.  
 

c. Overview of Major Topics: Your major areas of analysis and argument should be 
clearly identified and briefly explained to give the reader an idea of how you will be 
developing your paper. It is fine to do this with bullet points, but you should still 
utilize full sentences with proper spelling, grammar, and punctuation.  

 
d. Three Sources: Your overview needs to identify three of the required secondary 

sources (ie. your focus case and two other sources) that you will utilize in your final 
paper, each accompanied with a brief statement of what the source is about and 
how you anticipate using it in your paper. You can choose to do this either as a 
separate section of your overview, or within your explanation of your major topics.  

 
2. Formatting: Your overview should be at least one half of a page, but no more than one full 

page, with single-spaced, 12-point Times New Roman font throughout.  
 

3. Deadline: Your overview is to be submitted by Wednesday, October 25th at 11:59 p.m. 
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Marks and Feedback 
 
All of your marks will be provided to you via myInfo. Feedback will be provided exclusively via our course 
site. Your individual feedback accompanying each of your marks will be viewable under the 
‘Assignments’ tab.  
 
 
Academic Honesty 
 
Academic honesty is expected of all Lakehead University students.  Cheating, collusion, and plagiarism 
will not be tolerated.  Students are expected to make themselves fully familiar with Lakehead’s policy in 
this area.   Although all these policies will be enforced in full, it is worth emphasizing the following: 
 

Plagiarism involves presenting another’s work, ideas, theories, or interpretation 
as one’s own. 

 
To avoid plagiarism, writers should always:  
 

1. Put quotation marks around any words from sources 
2. Paraphrase material completely; changing (with the help of a thesaurus) or rearranging a few 

words or the tense of a verb is not paraphrasing.    
3. Give accurate and complete citations for all material including paraphrased material. 
4. Avoid borrowing entire arguments or approaches to a subject from another writer.  Make it 

‘original’ while staying faithful to the assignment parameters.  
 
 
A Quick Word on Emails 
 
I am very happy to answer questions over email, but there are parameters to the way in which these 
emails should be written and sent. I expect that your emails to me are written with proper spelling, 
grammar, and punctuation. If I receive an email that has the appearance of a hastily typed text message, 
you should not expect an email in reply. I also expect that before you ask me a question you have 
consulted the syllabus to see if the answer is there. 
 
 
Academic Supports 
 
If you feel that you’re in need of academic assistance in a particular area, I encourage you to utilize the 
resources of Lakehead’s Academic Support Zone (https://www.lakeheadu.ca/students/academic-
success/student-success-centre/academic-support-zone). The Academic Support Zone can provide 
assistance in a variety of different areas, including specific supports for writing papers.  
 
 
Disability Accommodations  
 
Lakehead University is committed to achieving full accessibility for persons with disabilities. Part of this 
commitment includes arranging academic accommodations for students with disabilities and/or medical 
conditions to ensure they have an equitable opportunity to participate in all of their academic activities. 

https://www.lakeheadu.ca/students/academic-success/student-success-centre/academic-support-zone
https://www.lakeheadu.ca/students/academic-success/student-success-centre/academic-support-zone
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If you are a student with a disability and think you may need accommodations, you are strongly 
encouraged to contact Student Accessibility Services (SAS) and register as early as possible. For more 
information, please contact Student Accessibility 
Services http://studentaccessibility.lakeheadu.ca  (SC0003, 343-8047 or sas@lakeheadu.ca). 
 
 
Mental Health Resources 
 
As a university student, you may sometimes experience mental health concerns or stressful events that 
interfere with your academic performance and negatively impact your daily activities. All of us can 
benefit from support during times of struggle. If you or anyone you know experiences academic stress, 
difficult life events or feelings of anxiety or depression, Student Health and Wellness is here to help. 
Their services are free for Lakehead Students and appointments are available. You can learn more about 
confidential mental health services available on and off campus at lakeheadu.ca/shw.  
 
Remember that getting help is a smart and courageous thing to do - for yourself, for those you care 
about, and for those who care about you.  Asking for support sooner rather than later is almost always 
helpful. 
 
 
Dealing with Difficult Course Content 
 
The study of law in some instances necessitates consideration of cases addressing violence or other 
types of distressing acts. While it is sometimes necessary to confront this unpleasant content to consider 
how the law can, or should, address these problems, these cases may inadvertently trigger unpleasant 
personal memories and emotions if the issues we are discussing relate in some way to troubling 
experiences you have had. If this is the case for you (or upon reviewing a particular assigned reading you 
believe this may be the case), you may certainly excuse yourself from class or asked to be excused from 
a particular class ahead of time. Please feel free to contact me about this issue and/or utilize Lakehead’s 
mental health supports via Student Health and Wellness.  
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COURSE SCHEDULE 

The course schedule and assigned readings are potentially subject to change at the discretion of the 

instructor. 

Part I – Freedom from the Actions and Decisions of Others 

 

Part II – Freedom in Lawsuits and the Courtroom 

 

Part III – Freedom in Property, Business and the Marketplace 

Date Topic Assigned Reading 

   

September 7 Course Overview and Introductory Lecture N/A 

   

September 21 Determining the Boundaries of the Law On Liberty, John Stuart Mill, pgs 47-69 

 Freedom, Capacity and Consent Starson v Swayze 

   

September 28 Freedom and the Duty to Rescue Horsley et al v MacLaren et al 

 Freedom and Limits in Parenting – Part I R v Brennan 

   

October 5 Freedom and Limits in Parenting – Part II Canadian Foundation for Children, Youth and the 
Law v Canada (Attorney General) 

 Freedom from Neighbours – Part I Johnson v Cline 

   

October 19 Freedom from Neighbours – Part II Yates v Fedirchuk 

October 19 Freedoms of Judges R v Ghaleenovee, R v Comeau (paras 1-43) 

   

October 26 Freedom of Lawyers in the Courtroom Groia v Law Society of Upper Canada 

 Freedom from Lawsuits that Discourage Debate Subway Franchise Systems of Canada v CBC 

   

November 2 Freedom to Commence Lawsuits Dobson v Green 

 Freedom to Challenge Jurors – Part I R v Chouhan, pgs 1-23 

   

November 9 Freedom to Challenge Jurors – Part II R v Chouhan, pgs 24-40 

 Freedom of Access to Legal Proceedings and 
Information 

Sherman Estate v Donovan 

November 16 Freedom and the Competitive Marketplace Culhane v ATP Aero Training Products Inc 

 Freedom to Make Unfair Deals Uber Technologies v Heller 

   

November 23 Freedom to Use Someone Else’s Creation Wiseau Studio, LLC et al v Harper et al 

 Freedom of Consumers R v Comeau (excluding paras 23-43) 
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November 30 Freedom in Bequeathing Spence v BMO Trust Company 

 Freedom Over our Physical Remains Louise M Mimnagh, “The Disposition of Human 
Remains and Organ Donatoin: Increasing 
Testamentary Freedom While Upholding the No 
Property Rule,” WJL 7:1 (2017). 


